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DISCUSSION OF THE BASIC PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WITH SPECIAL R~FE

RENCE TO THE MOBILIZATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPVlliNT: 

SECOND PART OF THE DRAFT REPORT ON THE MOBILIZATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Tho CHAIRMAN announced that although Mr. Collado did not approve 

the cor.tents of the draft report and reserved the right to formulate a 

minority opinion, the text of which would be published as an annex, he had, 

nevortheleRs, consented, at the Chairman's re~uest, to take part ·in drawing 

up the text in ~uestion. 

Paragraph 29 

Mr. MOROZOV wished to replace the words "necessary conditions" 

in the first sentence of paragraph 29 by the words "demands which are put 

forward by exporters of capital", in view of the fact that a distinction 

must be made between what was necessary 'in the interest of the countries in 

~uastion and the selfish interests of exporters of. capital. 

The CHAIRMAN approved the purpose of the amendment but proposed 

instead to insert in the second line, before the words "capital-importing 

countries" the words "will be regarded as governing the entry of pri va t·3 

capital into", and in the fifth line, after the word "export", "from 

capital-exporting countries". 

Mr. MOROZOV thought that his version had the advantage of being 

more precise than the wording proposed by the Chairman. 

The CHAIRMAN, on the other hand, preferred not to include super

fluous details so as to avoid possible grounds for criticism, the more so 

as a minority opinion would be put forward by Mr. Collado. It was simply 

a ~uestion of stating the opinion of exporters of capital. 

The Sub-Corr~ission supported the Chairrran 1 s opinion. 

Mr. MOROZOV proposed the deletion of the words "not only" and 
\ 

"bm:; also" in the second sentence J and the insertion of the words "national 

development in the direction of independence as provided in the United Nations 

Charter". 

/Mr. BRAVO Jimenez 
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Mr. BRAVO Jimenez pointed out that Mr. Morozov's intentions were 

alreadyttaken into account at the end of the sentence; if Mr. Morozov's 

amendme t were to be accepted, he proposed that all the rest of the sentence 

should e deleted. · 

The CHAIR~ drew Mr.' Morozov's attention to the fact that the 

purpose of his amendment seemed to be covered by the wording of the last 

sentence of the paragraph. 

Mr. MOROZOV, however, preferred his own wording, as his reference 

to nati~nal independence was wider than the terms used in the Chairman's 

draft. 

The CHAIRMAN opposed Mr. Morozov's amendment in view of the fact 

that in the text concerned it was a ~uestion not of the opinion of the 

Sub-CoiDfission, which had already been expr~ssed, but of the opinion or the 

countri~s involved. 

Mr. MOROZOV said that since the Sub-Commission had adopted a general 

principte, it must be applied in each specific case and particu~arly in the 

case un er discussion where it was a matter of stating the wishes of the 

underdereloped countries. He thought that if the principle was not respected, 

that pa~agraph would clash with the preceding paragraphs. 

Mr. BRAVO Jimenez proposed that the_text of Mr. Morozov's amendment 

should e transferred to the last sentence of the paragraph; 

It as so decided. 

Mr. }J:orozo-v' s two pther proposals regarding the deletion of "but also" 

and "not only" were a~opted. 

Mr. GU~~S proposed that the reference to past experience should 

be deleted, as it might give rise to controversy. He emphasized that all 

the und rdeve~oped countries were interested in attracting ~rivate capi~al 

from ab oad. 

/The CHAIRMAN 
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The CHAIRMA:i:-J asked Mr. Collado's opinion. 

Mr. COLLADO explained that since his point of view l·ras not 

reflected in the draft report, ne did not suppo~t'either of the 

suggested formulae. H01vever, he thought it preferable to make the 

deletion suggested by Mr. Bravo Jimenez. 

The CHAIRt~N thought it would be advantageous to delete all 

inessential items .which might give rise to controversy. 

Mr. MOROZOV did not support any such deletion. 

It was decided ·to delete the passages in question. 

I 
Y~. PATEK, supported by Mr. MORrZOV, proposed that the next 

sentence should be deleted. 

Having noted the objections of Mr. M0rozov and Mr. Patek, a 
I majority of the Sub-Commission opposed the deletion. 

I 
Y~. MOROZOV suggested that, in fhe last sentence of the paragraph, 

the -vrord "welcome" should be chanced to "consider possible"; in the 

per~ltimate sentence of the paragraph, he proposed that the following 

should be ad,ded after "foreign capital": "in normal commercial conditions 

and as a ·:::c:~:::::~::~et:i:h::: 
0

~~hr::o:::::~hen the report in the 
exclusive interests of capital-importin:

1

~ountries, but hoped to produce 
a more balanced draft, giving equal weichf to the requirements of countries 

exporting capital. The -vrord 11'i·relcome" acfually corresponded to the 

view expressed by many underdeveloped countries. 

There being no general support for~. Morozovrs suggestion, the 

Sub-Commission took note of his objectionland of the atstention of 

Mr. Bravo Jimenez. 

Mr. BRAVO Jimenez proposed that the Sub-Commission should chanse 

the words "economic development of their ~erritories" 

of the paragraph to "development of their economy" •. 

The ~roposal was ado~ted. 

in the last sentence 

/ Reverting to 
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Reverting to the end of the same sentence, as amended by the 

adoption' of J.lfJr. Morozov•s proposal, Mr. COLLADO 1vondered whether it vras 

in accorlance with the sense of the Charter to speak of "development in 

the d~reptibn· of national independence 11 when the phrase referred to 

sovereigb States Members of the United Nations. 

Mr. DORFMAN (Secretary of the Sub-Commission) cited Articles 55 

and 56 o~ the Charter in support of that view. 

Mr. MOROZOV said that the concept was contained in many other 
I 

Articles! of the Charter Hhich it was unnecessary to cite. 

Mr. COLLADO c'Jnsidered that the proposed 1vordinc did not conform 

with Ar~iclef'! 55 and 56, and t~a t it appeared to thrOi·T doubt upon the 

soverei~nty of the countries in ~uestion. 

The CBAI~AN explained that the difference of opinion resulted 

from tli~ fact that while Mr. Collado w-as thinking of political independence, 

J.lfJr •. Mordzov was considering only the economic independence of the countries. 

Mr. BRAVO Jimenez suggested that instead of 11 independence",the 

Sub-Corrmlission should insert the vrords 11 self-determination 11 • 

The CHAIRMAN expressed a preferenc.e for the version pror:osed 

by Mr. ~orozov. 

Mr, Morozov •s version vras adopted. 

Mr. MOROZOV renewed his proposal for the insertion of the words 

al commercial conditions and as a source supplementary to their 

own res 

Morozov•s proposal Has adopted. 

In the first sentence of paragraph 30, Mr. GUIMABAES suggested 

that th vrords 11 is anxious to impose" should be replaced by the 1-rords 
11urges 

Th. roposal vTas ado ted, subject to the reservation made by 

Mr. Mor zov that corrections -vrould be made in the Russian translation. 

/ In the 
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In the second part of the same ~entence, the CHAIRMAN prop~sed 
that the vrords "managerial contact with" ~hould be replaced by the words 

"policy making of". 

Mr. BRAVO Jimenez suggested that the words "'·rithin their 

boundaries" should be inserted instead of "when operating in their own 

territories w. 

The proposal was adopted. 

Mr. GU~ARAES objected to the obligation imposed on foreign 

companies to reinve'st part of their profits. No such ruling existed 
I 

for domestic concerns, and it could not, therefore, be imposed on 

foreign undertakings. 

The CHAIRMAN explained that in many countries companies were 

compelled to reinvest part of their profits by the limitation of the 

amount that mie;ht be distributed. 

~rr. COLLADO asked whether a definite obligation to reinvest 

could properly be deduced from.the.enfoFced limitation of dividends. 

The CHAIRMAN opposed the suggestion of Mr. Gui~araes, who 

wi thdrevr it • 

Mr. van der VALK (International Monetary Fund) pointed out t·hat 

an obligation to reinvest part of the profits might result in over

specialization by the countries concerned and might therefore not be in 

their real interests. 

Mr. PATEK·req_uested a definition of the term "eq_uity investments". 
/ 

Vrr. COLLADO .defined it as investments specifically related to ~he 

administration of a firm, either directly or indirectly, as in the case of 

the control exercised by a parent company over its subsidiaries. 

JVrr. PATEK suggested strikine; out the words •·eq_uity investments" 

and inserting instead "fore:Lt;n capital investments c;enerally". 

/ Mr. BRAVO Jimenez 
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Mr. BRAVO Jiffi~nez proposed, instead of the latter, the 

insertitn of the words "domestic participation in the capital structure 

of en:re rises promoted by foreign concerns". 

Mr .:a..·avo J~ne~~-propo~al was_a~9pted.!. 

Mr· PATEK maintained his preference for the wording he had 

proposeej.. 

Mr. COLLADO objected to the view which he understood the 

Chairm~ to have expressed to the effect that his own conception did not 

refl~ct a desire for a balance between the respective interests of 

capital exporting and capital-importing countries. 

The CHAIRMAN declared that such was certainly not his ~iew. 

P agraph 30 was adopted, subject to the reservation made by 

Mr. zov that corrections would be made in the Russian translation. 

Mr. MOROZOV thought the report should regar<J, the question of 

foreign investment from the standpoint of the economic development of 

under-developed countries, and not from the standpoint of foreign 

capitalists. He therefore proposed that the whole of the first part 

agraph should be_omitted, as far as "no conditions". He also 

desired hat the reaminder of the paragraph should be written from the 

standpoi of the importing countries and not of the capitalist 

which would entail changing its negative sense by omitting 

the word "no". 

The CHAIRMAN opposed that proposal, which, he considered, 
I 

jeopardired the balance of the report. 

Mr. Morozov's proposal was rejected. 

Mr. MOROZOV.asked for the deletion of the sentence beginning 

with the! words: "It has ,also been suggested ••• ". 

The CHAIRMAN said that the sentence was an integral part of 

paragrap~ 31 and that it should be retained at the end of that paragraph. 

•' 

/Mr. COLLADO 
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Mr. COLLP~O thought that the contents of the sentence were 

not consistent with facts. 

Mr. BRAVO Jimenez proposed the insertion of the following 

sentence at the end of paragraph 31: . "It has also been suggested that 

an international code on private foreign investment be arrived at." 

Mr. PATEK said that he would abstain. 

The proposal __ of Mr. Bravo Jimenez was adopted. 

Paragraph 32. 

The CHAIRMAN felt that the first sentence of paragraph 33 as 

proposed should be inserted· at the end of paragraph 32 as it formed an 

integral.part of that parag+aph. 

Mr. COLLADO did not think that the conclusion reached by 

the Sub-Commission on the "participation" of the national~ of capital

importing countries in equity financing was logically consistent with· 

the principles laid down in para~raph 27. 

Mr. PATEK, supported by Mr. MOROZOV, asked for the deletion 

of the first part of the sentence; the :paragraph would thus begin 

with the words: "The Sub-Comrilission ••• ". 

Mr. BRAVO J·imenez proposed that the second sentence of the . 
paragraph should end with the words: "contribute to their economic 

development." 

Mr. MOROZOV had no objection to that suggesti9n but his 

attitude was based-on reasons different from those of the majority. 

Mr. PATEK was against deletion of that phrase. 

The proposal of Mr. Bravo Jimenez was adopted. --------- ------------------. 
Mr. BRAVO Jimenez proposed that the remainder of the parac;raph 

should be deleted. 

/The CHAIRMAN 

II 
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The CHAIRMAN thought that the Sub-Commission should give 

its op nion on the point dealt with in the last part of the paragraph. 

Nevert eless he had no objection to the deletion of the last sentence 

of par graph 32 (formerly the first sent~nce of paragraph 33). He 

propos d the insertion of the following words at the end of that 

paragr ph: "and refrain from interference in their general economic 

policy." 

A the request of Mr~-~.S'~~OV..L th~-~ub-Cormn_!._~ion _i_e_Eided 

to del te the word "general" from the sentence s~gge~_:!;ed by t_!!._e 

Chairm 

Mr. COLLADO remarked that the sentence as worded conveyed the 

impres ion that instead of truly contributing to the economic develop

ment o the countries concerned, foreign participation in the enterprise 

of tho e countries would always be subordi~ate to domestic participa

tion. In particular, the word "interference" seemed to convey that 

impres 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the words in question should be 

ins~rt~d at the end of paragraph 32 and not at.the end of the second 

sentende. 

Mr. COLLADO referred to the last sentence of paragraph 32 

and sa~d that aithough participation of the nationals of the countries 

conc~rjed had :o be encouraged, the sentence seemed to be inconsistent 

with t± principles laid down in paragraph 27. Furthermore it did 

not se reasonable to lay down fixed rules in such a field. He 

referr d mainly to the words: "financing" and "direction". 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the .deletion of the last p~t of 

the se~tence inserted previously, beginning with the words: "and to 

refrai from interference ••• " as that principle had a~ady been 

recognized in paragraph 27. · 

Mr. MOROZOV expressed himself in favour of retaining those 

words. 

T e majority of the Sub-Comrndssion decided to delete the above 

sentence. 
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Paragraph 33 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the insertion of the following vrords in 

the first sentence: "foreign investor's are entitled to security of their 

investments and transfer facilities for their interest, profits and capital." 

Mr. MOROZOV proposed the addition of the following word·s immediatel 

after the sentence proposed by the Chairman: "in accordance with the 

existing laws of the country concerned." 

Mr. COlLADO remarked that the wording he had pr.c f03ed in his 

memorandUm. was more accurate than the wording discu~sed by the Sub-

Con:mission. · 

The CHAIRMAN suggested the follow·ing wording for paragraph 33: 

the fiFst sentence would include the suggestions made by the Chairman 

and Mr. Morozov. The second sentence would begin from paragrap~ 32, 

sub-paragraph (b) of Mr. Collado's memorandum beginning with the words: 

"they are also entltled to the conversion and transfer" up to the end 

of that ~aragraph, ineluding the footnote. 

Mr. MOROZOV proposed that the second sentence should mention 

the legislation of the countries concerned. 

Mr. COlLAD6 cou.ld not accept paragraph 33 in the wording 

proposed by the Chairman for it seemed to answer a question which had 

not been solved by the Sub-Con:.mission, namely the applicatim. of national 

legislation in matters of expropriation of foreign investments without 

adequate, prompt and effective compensation. 

Mr. van der VALK (International Monetary Fund) suggested the 

following modification in Mr. Collado's text: "for current internatior..al 

transactions." 
' . 

That amendment was adopted. 

( /Mr. van der VALK 
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Mr. van der VALK (International Monetary Fund) proposed to 

replace he words after 11until". by the following: "conditions of 

eguilibr'um in the balance of payments are established." In effect, 

if the b lance of payments of a country were not established, that 
' country ould probably present a reguest for a loan from the International 

Monetary und • 

Mr. COLlADO suggested rather the insertion of the terms 11of world 

trade andj international payments." · 

Mr. MOROZOV suggested the addition of the words "in accordance 

with exislting legislation". 

Mr. COLLADO pointed out that the agreement by which the Inter

national onetary Fund had been created imposed certain restrictions on 

ies belonging to the Fund. Furthermore, capitalists should be 

acguainte with the legislation of the country in which they were pro

ceeding to invest capital. 

The CHAI~AN thought that it might be better to insert a 

provisiotco~cerning countries which were not members of the Fund and for 

whose be fit the transfers should be effected in accordance with the 

existing egislation of the country concerned. 

Mr. MOROZOV suggested that th'e phrase "i~ accordance with 

existing egislation of the cou:Q.tries concerned, 11 should be ·added 

sentence. en!ling "over a reasonable period of time." 

Mr. orozov's proposal was adopted. 

\rlith reference to the next sentence, beginning with the words 

"The. Sub- ommission notes that the articles", Mr.- MOROZOV said' that 

he would efrain from commenting on the mention made therein to the 

internati nal Monetary Fund. He urged that the end of the paragraph 

otnote should b0 deleted1• 

/Mr. LOPEZ HERRARTE 
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Mr. LOPEZ HERRARTE (International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development) citing the last sentence of the paragraph, wondered 

1vhether the Bank could guarantee the convertibility of profits from 

foreign investments, 

The ·cHAIRMAN thought that that was a question of guarantees 

granted not by a unilateral arrangement by the Bank, but after nego

tiations with the countries concerned, 

Mr. COLLADO emphasized the fact that the Bank could guarantee 

loans but that it could not guarantee dividends. 

Mr. LOPEZ HERRARTE thought that the Bank could not guarantee 

equity investments. 

Mr. GUIMARAES said that should the need arise it would be 

very useful for the capital-importing countries to be granted certain 

guarantees by the Governments of capital-exporting countries. The 

main difficulty in that field lay in the transfer of capital. It 

seemed that the Sub-Commission should not in any case limit the possi

bilities of guarantees in matters of transfers. With that rese'rvation 

Mr. Guimaraes then declared himself in favour of paragraph 33 of the 

report. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the following phrase should be 

added at the end of that paragraph: "or through mutual negotiations 

between the countries concerned." ... 

Mr. GUIMARAES and Mr. BRAVO Jimenez supported the Chair's 

proposal. 

Mr. MOROZOV thought that the Sub-CorrMission could not mention 

guarantees without examining the actual substance of the problem. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested the addition of the following words 

at the end of the paragraph: "in accordance with the principles of 

the United Nations," . 

/Mr, MOROZOV 
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Mr. MOROZOV said that the Charter did not contain any provisions 

concernilng guarantees of that kind. If the Sub-Commission examined 

those surrantees it should then study their substance. Mr. Morozov 

would a~stain from voting on paragraph 33 if that formula were maintained. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the United Nations had proclaimed 

certain prj~nciples regarding the economic development of underdeveloped 

countri s.. The guarantees envisaged should thus be in accordance wi~h 

those p 

Pa 

Paragra 

that is 

double 

He 

was ina 

ine_iples as well as with- the proposals of paragraph 27. 

adJ~aph 33 was adopted. 

h (4 WJ 

~-
~~he CHAIRMAN invited the ,Sub-Commission to study paragraph 34, 

t~~ say,. the paragraph in his draft concerning the question of 

a~!l.tion. 

pJinted out that the reference to the laws of th~ United States 
:1 

curate' and c.onseguently corrected it. 

Th Chairman proposed to adopt the first part of his text (the 

r~!3e of the s'entence) and to complete it 'by paragraph 34 of first p 

the dra 

amendme 

.I ' t j[lrepared by the Rap:r;:orteur, making the necessary drafting 

t~j to link' the two te~ts. . 

Mr. MOROZOV thought that the paragraph in question should be 
1 

deleted :1e would vote against its adoption. 

He WI+ opposed to all recommendations for the suppression of 

double a4~:~.tion, both for reasons of principle and because that was 

Jhich extended far beyond the scope of the activities of the 

l. c~sl' 0 

~ n. 

:;Mr. PATEK shared Mr. Morozov' s opinion. 

tl;Je adoption o~ that paragraph. 
~l . 

a~~raph 34, as amended, was adopted. 

Sub-Co 

He too would vote 

against 

;;._;;:.._,:;,~~h~~3 5 ij-
iiThe CHAIRMAN invited the Sub-Commission to conside:t paragraph 35, l . ' 

t~l say the paragraph in his draft which dealt with the advisability 

iilg an international code concerning foreign invastments. 
j 

:Mr. BRAVO Jimenez .. suggested that the text submitted by the 

Chairmap ;~hould be.amended by omitting the end of the first paragraph, 

/from the words 
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from the words "the Su,b-Corr;mittee", and linking the first sentence, 

thus shortened, to the second sentence of the s~cond paragraph, so 

that it would read: "the Sub-Committee considers that the whole 

question ••• " The first sentence of the second paragraph must be kept, 

for it expressed the opinion of the Sub-Committee on the preparation 

of an international code. 

Mr. COLLADO did not think that the negotiations referr~d to 

in that paragraph should be initiated only by individuals, or between 

individuals and Goverr~ents; such negotiations should take place between 

the Goverr.ments of capital-export'ing countries and the Governments of 

capital-importing countries. 

Mr. MOROZOV pointed out that the paragraph dealt with general 

principles which required more thorough study than the Sub-Committee 

could devote t~ them. 

He suggested that the Sub-Committee should confine i t'self to sta~ing 

mere'iy that, after consideration of the question, it did not think it 

advisable to submit any recommendation on the drawing up of an inter

national code concerning foreign investments. 

The QHAIRMAN did not approve of bilateral governmental 

agreements affecting private foreign inve·stments. In his opinion, 

that matter s)10uld be dealt lvith by capital exporters and the importers 

themselves, whether individuals or Governments. In fact, if the 

Governments of capita~-exporting countries were very powerful, as was 

senerally the case, it was very difficult for the Governments of the 

capital-imp,orting countries to conclude completely equitable agreements. 

The Goverr.ments of capital-exporting countries had at their disposal 

powerful means of pressure; moreover, they themselves might be the 

object of domestic pressure from influential economic and political 

c;roups. The result would be the conclusion of agreements by which r 

capital exporters would obtain guarantees which were not in conformity 
I 

vith the priry;iples of such economic development as the Sub-Commission 

planned. 
I 

The Chairman thought that the Governments of capital-exporting 
' 

countries should not take ~art in an~ negotiations which might be 
I 

undertaken. 

As to Mr. Morozov's p~oposal, the Chairman pointed out that the Sub-
' 

Committee had been studying that question since the beginning of its work, 

and that the majority of the countries were interested in the solution of 

of the problem; it was therefore the duty of the Sub-Committee to express 

a considered and detailed opinion. /In conclusion 
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In 1 conclusion, he stated that he 

text pr~posed by l.Jr. Brava Jimenez. 

accepted the amendment of his J' 

I 

itr. COLLADO.felt com}elled to protest against the Chairman's 

stateme ts, 1·rhich seemed to him to be umrarranted. The United States 

was car ying on negotiations I·Ti th a viev to concluding an agreement 

like se the Cl1airrr.an hid just criticized; moreover, there l·rere 

many ex rrrples of similar agr~ements or treaties 1-rhich had been concluded 

to the atisfaction of all the parties concerned. 

\ 
Hr. PATEK pointed out that the text sue;gested by the Chairman 

did not take into account the situation of Trusteeship Territories and , 
Non-Sel -Governing Territories, ~hich had no national government able 

to carr on ?egotiations such as those under consideration. 

He added that the matter of the preparation of an international 

code ha never been studied by the Sub-Committee, and that it was 

therefo e difficult to reach a. :final conclusion. Consequently, he 

thought that the text suggested by Mr. Morozov uas prefe:r:able. 

Mr. MOROZOV 1-rished to stress the fact that the purpose of the 

paragra· h under consideration was to state that the Sub-Committee did 

not rec mmend the dral·ring up of an international code; the Sub-Committee 

had thoroughly studied the matter; moreover, it might be asked \'That 

was the the words "generally speaking" in the reservation 

which h d been made by the Sub-Committee and by virtue of vThich the 

conditi obtained must comply l·ri th the obligatior.s imposed by the 

Mr. Morozov thought that the text which he had 

propose was preferB:ble to the Chairman's text as amended by Mr. Bravo 

Jimenez. 

}tr. GUIMARAES asked if it \'Tould be j_)OSSi ble to stress, in 

this parlgraph~ the advantage or having capital-exporting Governments 

offer ~ran tees \·Then it VaS a question Of transfers. 

The CHAIRMAN remarked that such a guarantee could be. given 

rnment to its nationals 1-rithout the matter being the subject 

1-rith the Government of the capital-importing country. 

rnment thought it advisable for its nationals to make foreign 

investme ts, it could ver_y vrell retain the foreign currency obtained in 

payment f interest, or as profit, and in exchange give its nationals 

the equi~alent in national currency. 

/In that 
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In that connexion, Mr. COLlADO stated. that it "\vas bad policy 

for a Government to hold excessive sums in fQreign currency. 

The CJIA±ruvr.rulf thought that the q_uestion raised by :tvlr. GuiJ:l1.araes 

could be settled by adding to the present text a sentence stating 

that the Sub-Cornmi ttee 1Wulc1, nevertheless, approve negotiation~ between 

Governments where the sol~ ~urpose was to guarantee transfers of currency. 

:tvir, BRAVO Jimenez and Mr. GHD:IARAES approved the text as it 

had been amended. 

Mr. MOROZOV ano_: lYir. PATEK stated that they would abstain from 

voting on the first paragraj_)h as amended, and that they liould vote for 
• I 

the second p~ragraj_)h, in Fhich the opinion of the Sub-Committee vTaS 

exJ?ressed. 

H:r. COLLADO said that .he 1vould abstain from votinf, for the 

following reasons: l) he bad hoped that the q_uestion of the preparation 

of an international code would not be discussed; 2) that paragraph made 

only vague allUsions to a possible international code, although 

discussions on national and regional levels had already taken place; 

3) the Sub-Committee hao_ never considered iihat the substance of such 

a code "\VOUld be: .it had not examined treaties or agreements already in 

force or under )reparation; 4) the Sub-Committee, being composed of 

experts, vlas fully competent to J:l1.ake such a study and should have done 
I 

so; 5) the text of the paragraph under discussion did not comply with 

the provisions of Chapte~ IX of the Charter; or with the Agreements 
I 

concerning the International Monetary Fund and the International Bank, 

or vi th the Charter of t}+e Interrtational Trade Organization, or lvi th the 

Boc;ota agreements, or 1'li th agreements which preceded the latter; 6) the 

paragraph dicl_ not comply vri th the provisions of paragraph 33. 

Paragraph 36 

The CHAIR~ invited the Sub-Committee to consider paragraph 36, 

that is, the final paragraph of his draft. 

1~. BR~VO Jimenez proposed the omission of the first sentence 
I 

of the paragraph, as lvell as the reference to President Truman's 

inaugural address. 

j'rllr. COLLADO 
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.Mr. COLLADO said that he 1vould abstain from voting for the 

followi g reasons: first, it v~s to be hoped above all that private 

investm nts would be made in an economically sound manner, whether 

it was question of capital or of technical resources; secondly, in 

vievr of the fact that, in the preceding paragraph, a country was denied 

the rig t to protect its nationals, it vms impossible to impose upon the 

latter he obligation to make foreign investments, if they did not offer 

suffici nt guarantees. 

Mr. MOROZOV stated that he would abstain from voting on 

36 as amended was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 7.5 p.m. 




